
Hunger Games Catching Fire Quiz 

Katniss Everdeen survived the hunger games. Now the capitol wants            

REVENGE! 

Q1. What is the name of the event that happens every 25 years? 

Q2. What is the new head peace keeper’s name? 

Q3. Who is the new head game maker? 

Q4. True or false all the victors have go back into the arena? 

Q5. Who are the tributes from District 11? 

Q6. Who is Enobaria? 

Q7. What did Enobaria do to her teeth? 

Q8. Who won the 50th Hunger Games? 

Q9. Who is the volunteer from District 4? 

Q10. What year is this Hunger Games? 

Learning in Lockdown Superheroes  

During Lockdown, some people have 

been at school but most people have been 

being Learning in Lockdown Superheroes. 

Random Fact: Did you know that sloths are 

slow because of the leaves they eat? 

It may seem like the world is ending but if 

we all unite, we will save the world. If you 

feel uncomfortable about lockdown you 

should tell someone. We are all strong superheroes, so be positive, 

be kind and helpful, we are in this….together!     -Isabelle N Y5 

A1. Quarter Quell 

A2. Romulus Thread 

A3. Plutarch Heavensbee 

A4. True 

A5. Chaff and Seeder 

A6. The tribute from District 6 

A7. Sharpened them and added gold  

A8. Haymitch 

A9. Mags 

A10. 75th Answers: 

Sandal Express 

Spring 2 

 

2021 

 

Upper KS2 

 

 

Ben, Franky and Will are doing a ‘walk 100 miles in March’ challenge 

to raise money for WWF.  

They are learning about the wildlife where we are, geography, biology 

Fairtrade Artwork 

In 6HF, we looked at the work of the artist Brian Forrest as part 

of our exploration of Fairtrade. We used oil pastels to recreate 

one of his pieces and concentrated on the techniques needed 

to do this!  

6HS have had great fun 

creating Mayan Masks 

during their Lockdown 

Work Celebration. What 

a great way to 

celebrate! 
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World Book Day Art from Ryley, Year 6 

Plastic pollution started in the 1960s. Plastic pollution was first noticed in the oceans by 

scientists carrying out plankton studies in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Oceans and 

beaches still receive most of the attention of those studying and working against plastic 

pollution today. 

There is now roughly 5.25 million tonnes of plastic and micro plastic in our oceans, that’s 

46,000 pieces in every square mile, weighing up to 269,000 tonnes. Everyday around 8 

million pieces of plastic make their way into our oceans! 

Zunaira H 

Hey there! I am Lexa from 5RW and I am going to tell you about opal. Opal is so pretty and is 

very expensive. Opal comes in different types, darkness and colours. Opal that doesn’t 

have any colour, just white or blue/grey, is called potch. You can find opal in the sandstone 

layer in some areas of the ground. In some other places you will find it in clay. The most 

valuable opal is black opal, it can be worth up to £25,000 per gram. It can be worth less 

depending on its condition. Opal is sold by weight and is measured in karats (pronounced 

carrots). There are 5 karats in a gram. It is collected in mines and also from surface 

collection. When surface collecting, the quality is poorer. It is cleaned in an agi (short for 

agitator). The agi tumbles the rocks to get the mud and dirt off then it goes up an escalator 

and then gets checked to see if there is any opal, potch or nothing at all! Opal is mostly 

found in Lightening Ridge, white cliffs, Coober Pedy and Mintrabie (which has now been 

closed and given back to the aborigines in Australia). It is formed when silica rich water 

seeps into the cracks in the ground and then over millions of years it forms opal. It can be 

polished and shaped, boulder seam, knobby, and crystal are all types of opal. The darkness 

can be rated from N1 to N9, N9 being the lightest and N1 the darkest. The colours opal 

comes in range from red, orange, yellow, green, blue and even purple!  

Lexa  
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PLAYS: GINNY WEASLEY 

NAME: BONNY RIGHT 

AGE:  30 

PLAYS: PANSY PARKINSON 

NAME: SCARLETT BYRNE 

PLAYS: FRED WEASLY AND GEORGE WEASLEY 

NAME: JAMES PHELPS AND OLIVER PHELPS 

PLAYS: CRAB AND GOYLE 

NAME: JAMIE MICHAEL AND JOSH HERDMAN  

PLAYS: VIKTOR KRUM 

NAME: STANISLAV LANEVSKI 

 THERE ARE MORE BUT THIS IS JUST SOME OF THE KIDS .      
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HARRY POTTER CAST AND CHARACTERS. 

PLAYS: HARRY POTTER 

NAME: DANIEL RADCLIFFE 

AGE: 31 

PLAYS: HERMIONE GRAINGER 

NAME: EMMA WATSON 

AGE: 30 

PLAYS: RON WEASLEY 

NAME: RUPERT GRINT 

AGE: 32 

PLAYS: DRACO MALFOY 

NAME: TOM FELTON 

AGE: 33 

PLAYS: LUNA LOVEGOOD 

NAME: EVANNA LYNCH 

AGE: 29 

PLAYS: CEDRIC DIGGORY 

NAME: ROBERT PATTISON  

AGE: 34 

PLAYS: CHO CHANG 

NAME: KATIE LEUNG 

AGE: 33 

PLAYS: NEVILLE LONGBOTTOM 

NAME: MATTHEW LEWIS 

AGE: 31 
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Filtering water  

In year 6, we took part in an experiment where we had to filter dirty water to make it clean. We went 

through different stages of filtering.   

First, we put a layer of gravel and sand in a bottle top. Then, we poured clean water into the filterer 

and saw that the water turned dirty. We then emptied the filterer so it was clean and ready for the next 

step. The second filter was a sponge which cleaned the dirty water but not completely. We then took 

the sponge out of the filterer so we could continue the experiment. Next, we put cotton wool in the 

filterer and poured the water into it. That cleaned it almost all of the way. The last step was to put the 

filter paper into the filterer and pour the water in, it was then quite clean apart from the bacteria which 

we couldn’t see.   

We then tested the water with test strips to see the amount of different 

chemicals that it included such as calcium or 

cyanuric acid. Some people had more of 

something and less of another.   

Robyn and Santiago 

6HS also had a great time 

with the water filters! 

Red Nose Day 

The iconic red nose, even in its digital form, provides an easy 

way for everyone to get together and show their support while 

capturing the essence of what red nose day is all about: coming 

together to make a    difference for children in need. It is a very 

special day because you can spread hope to people who are 

struggling and people who are not feeling the best. It is a way to 

get people in a good mood and to bring joy. 

 

Faith H  
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Be Positive not Negative! 

Did you know, you shouldn’t be mean to white or black people and if you are 

mean, you could be racist! I have black people on my dad’s side of the family 

and I love them. I love them to bits and we are all equal if we are black or 

white. If you see people bullying black or white people, stop it or report it to a 

teacher or Mr Carter or Mrs Russell or Mrs Waddington. I will let you into a 

secret, I have always  wanted to be black. Don’t be mean to people of a 

different colour to you! 

 

Alysha C Year 5 

Black lives matter. In these protests black people never say they just want 

black people they say they want black and white. I am sick of white people 

only being told off when they are in their gardens but black people are shot.  

No wonder why black people don’t stop protesting! Some black people like 

Rosa Parks and Mary Secole all made big sacrifices, but here I am today 

listening to the news about black people still being treated unfairly. Some 

people say the reason why BLM protests are happening is because of the 

death of a man called George Floyd, he died because of the police in 

America. If you want you can close your eyes and have a moment to think 

about people like George, Rosa Parks and Mart Secole who have all made 

sacrifice in the name of equality. 

Beatrice  

A few weeks ago I moved to a new school which even has a pool which we use on Mondays 

and we even get to do forest school which is really fun. I prefer this over my old school 

because there is bigger fields and room to play at break than there was at my old school and I 

made new friends which are much better than my old ones because I am not sure they really 

liked me. At my new school even lessons which are normally boring are fun .We learnt how to 

make a water filter and about the Maya. I also learnt how to do a different method of long 

division which is easier than the one I did before. Since I got a new school I also got a new 

house which is bigger and nicer but I don’t like the way it looks old fashioned and neither do 

my parents because they are making extensions and we might even get a pool. My mum’s 

favourite part is probably the kitchen because she is getting it to look modern which she 

loves and soon we will start breaking walls and making it nicer. 

Constantinos 6HS 
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Insert the digits 1-9 in to 

the grid making sure 

that you only use each 

digit once so that the to-

tal of each vertical, hori-

zontal and diagonal has 

a total of 15. 

 

Can you solve these perplexing pyramid puzzles by 

making sure that every block is equal to the sum of 

the numbers of the two blocks directly beneath. 
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Get Involved! 

If you would like to help save water at home, here are some instructions you 

could use to make your own water butt. 

You will need: 

 

Method: 
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Bath Time 

I like it when we bath our dog and we when 

we dry him he looks like a lion. He goes  

crazy afterwards but he smells nice! 

Peggy 

Boccia 

So Boccia, not many people know about it. Let me tell you about how 

to play.  So there are two teams, one is red and the other is blue. Both 

teams have three players and three that watch, they switch each 

game. So there are 2-3 balls, red and blue, and one ball is the Jack, 

it’s white. Each team tries to get their balls closest to the Jack. The 

team that has the most balls near the Jack, wins. 

- Daud Year 5 

FIFA 

I got FIFA when I started playing football again for the 2nd time. When I got 

FIFA it gave me something to do when I was bored, I got good so I started 

playing my dad and my brother. I used to struggle so I kept playing and I got 

better, when I got better, they couldn’t beat me and they still can’t, they     

haven’t beaten me for like 2 years. The team I support is Leeds United Football 

Club. 

Tyler Year 5 

I like football because I play for an 

under 10s football club and I made 

new friends there. I play for Crofton. 

I used to play for Wakefield City but 

now I play for Crofton and I like it a 

lot. I have a game day and a training 

day and my day is on a Saturday and 

my training day is on a Monday till 7 

and then I go home for my tea and 

go to bed at 9pm at night.  

 

My name is George.  
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Book recommendations: 

Name: Harry Potter and the Philosopher's stone [1st book] 

By: J.K. Rowling 

Genre: Fantasy Fiction 

Description: Harry Potter is living with his mean family at Number Four Privet Drive. Let-

ters are all over, addressed to Harry so the Dursleys decide to move it to a house in the 

middle of nowhere until RUBEUS HAGRID comes to the house and tells Harry that he is a 

wizard and has a place at HOGWARTS SCHOOL OF WITCHCRAFT AND WIZARDRY. An in-

credible adventure is about to begin! 

Peyton 

 

My book recommendation is any of the David Walliams books. I especially like The Boy in the 

Dress- about a boy who has a secret that he likes fashion. I personally think that the book is 

really good and shows kids they can be whoever / whatever they want. Shyla 

 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl  

At the beginning of the book there is a young boy who is called Charlie Bucket and he 

lives with his four grandparents, whenever he walks to school he sees a giant chocolate 

factory and after some days he gets lucky and he gets one of the five golden ticket and 

gets a tour. When he went in there was a tiny door with a key and inside that was a candy 

land with edible grass and everything is edible, there was a chocolate river and Augustus 

Gloop fell down in and went inside the tube and got stuck in the middle and at the end 

Charlie Bucket was the last person who was safe. 

 

Raabia.  

Mrs Waddington’s Recommended Reads: 

This is a story full of 

kindness, it is about 

a bully and is a story 

told from his point of 

view, and how he  

becomes a hero.  

Magic goes a little bit wrong in 

this new adventure! 

Magic AND sharks- what more 

could you want in a story? 
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Year 6 

In year 6 we have used our water filter experiment to take part in the Water Aid KS2 challenge where we are designing our 

own solutions to the water crisis in a village called Basbedo in the African Country of Burkina Faso. The children are using 

their geographical understanding of the area, its climate and land, and what they have learnt from their experiment creating 

water filters to help them in this project. The most innovative solution will win a water butt for our class garden project! 
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Year 5 

Page 7 

First, my dad explained that we needed to fill out the Census 2021 or we would get fined £1,000. I 

helped him fill out the Census because some words were difficult for him to read so I translated it 

into Iranian. While we were completing the questionnaire, I had to learn some new words myself. I 

used Google translate to help me. The questions asked you about your home and if it was detached 

or semi-detached. Also, there was another question about which passport you have. It was quite 

complicated to complete and it gave me a feeling about what it is like to be an adult which is quite 

daunting. I was happy to help my Dad because he does a lot for me.  

Ramtin  

The Census 2021 

The Census 2021  
The Census is a nation-wide count of all families in England and Wales. It is vital that we do this 
because the government needs this data to look at the foreseeable future of our country and how 
many people there are in the UK. This also provides information for how much the population has 
increased and decreased. A Census is held every ten years and there are different sections for each 
age group. If you were born in 2010, you would be counted in the 0-4 age group in the 2011 Census. 
Everybody is required to fill in a Census or they could be fined. We need a Census to know how much 
money the government needs to give out to everyone, and they can also help with looking at the 
past and acquiring more facts. We need to look at Censuses to see how many people have died, 
immigrated or have been born so we can keep track of the nation’s population. Censuses have been 
held over a long period of time and we think it should be a tradition for a long time.   
  
By Ali and Jesse.  

Hannah Bannana 

Once upon a time, there was a girl called Hannah and she was wandering the forest and picking ba-

nanas. She found herself stuck and there were monkeys everywhere. One chased her through the 

forest into the village. The monkeys were chasing her and jumping from room to roof. She wasn’t 

stopping. They followed her over the bridge, she got stuck and the monkeys grabbed the bananas. 

She chased them, swinging from branch to branch. She was determined not to stop. She was angry, 

she caught one but then she was tied up by the monkeys. She broke free and grabbed the bananas.  

Hannah was not going to be beaten by the monkeys. She lived happily ever after. 

Milo 
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Dear Covid, 

 

You made us wear masks and social distance too, but if you’re going to be so 

rude then why on earth don’t you? 

People don’t like you, that’s including me too. 

If you’re going to destroy our earth we will destroy yours too. 

We’ve invented a vaccine, we’re going to kill you, we have clapped for our he-

roes - that’s the NHS not you! 

We clapped at 8o’clock every Thursday night. This year things are looking up 

and we hope 2022 will be bright. 

 

By Tyler.T  

Polar Bears, Oh Polar Bears 

I wish I could help you. 

I know, I know there is pollution for you under the sea and on the 

shore. 

Oh how I wish people could help you more. 

I am going to give you a helping hand, but you are in the sea, and I 

am on land. 

 

Ameera.  
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5RW Water Filtration Investigation 

Class Discussion Notes 
 

Jack, Junior & Dawood: Our filter worked a little bit because the water was a lighter brown. We think 

our water was still mucky because we put things in the wrong order. Next time we would put cotton wool, 

filter paper, more cotton wool, sand, sponge and gravel. 

Joseph and Kristian: It was light but not as light as we hoped. The cotton wool and filter paper collected 

most of the dirt, because we put cotton wool at the bottom, sponge in the middle and the filter paper at 

the top. Next time I think we would put cotton, sponge and filter paper together. 

Sara and Olivia: We didn’t expect it to turn out very good – it would have been better if we’d put the 

cotton wool at the bottom. It could have been better if we had used other materials, such as: filter paper 

and other stuff. 

Thomas, Lexa & Nataniel: Our water was clean, but not as clean as we had expected. The interesting 

part was after the water was filtered, it was dirtier at the bottom and clearer at the top. We think we 

might have shredded our cotton wool too much. We also cut our filter paper in half – instead we should 

have kept it whole. Next time, we would add some sponge, more cotton wool and put the full filter paper 

at the bottom. 

Lily, Alan & George: The water came out dark and dirty. This might have happened because we put too 

many sticks at the top. The cotton wool had the most dirt on it. We would improve it by changing the lay-

ers and adding more cotton wool. 

Eliot, Lucas & Madhia: The water was dark. We think that we could have used less of everything and we 

should have put gravel at the top with sticks and some sponge.  

Daud, Jake & Heidi: The dirty water went into the stand and it helped it to purify. The cotton, sponge and 

filter paper stopped the pieces coming through. Next time, we would not add any natural things. 

Amelie, Ethan & Declan: It became a light-brownish colour. We think the twigs added dirt and bacteria 

into the water, so it came out darker. We could improve it by making the sponge larger (not cutting it). It 

did not go exactly to plan because it was darker than we expected – we were hoping for a lighter result. 

Next time, we would like to add: more sponge, no twigs or helicopters, more gravel, sand, cotton wool 

and an extra layer of filter-paper. 

Husna, Cole & Sira: The water was not as clean as we thought. This might have been because we put the 

gravel first and it was dirty. It was taking all the dirt with it! Next time, we would remove all the natural 

things and put less stuff in. We would also put the cotton wool at the bottom. 

Ellie, Zack & Peggy: The water looked clear-ish because the materials had collected the mud. The sand 

squished the filter paper because we put too much sand over it. Next time, we would use less sand and 

get rid of the gravel as it wasn’t clean. 
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Science Week at Sandal 
As part of British Science Week 2021, we took part in a whole school project around the 

science week theme of ‘innovating for the future’. During the week we discussed the im-

portance of clean water and investigated different materials which could be used to create 

a water filter. We constructed water filters, making decisions about which materials to use. 

We observed the change in and tested the quality of the water after it had passed through 

our filter. Finally, we evaluated the effectiveness of our water filter and made conclusions 

about which materials were most suitable to effectively filter the water. 

Read on to find out all about what we got up to during British Science 

Week 2021! 
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I think Parkour is fun because it tests your jump and grip so you can get better. Also, it’s 

good for your fitness and speed (agility).  

Jack 

What do we do to relax in Year 5? 

I like seeing my dog, playing on my Xbox and playing on Roblox because I can 

talk to my friends. 

Jake  

I love playing minecraft because my friends play it and it is fun. 

Declan  

5 reasons why animal crossing is a calming, relaxing game for everyone!  

You build up your own island from scratch. 

You can talk to island inhabitants and also your friends if you have a Nintendo 

switch. 

You can change your character to fit you, including their clothes and hair! 

You can access the custom designs portal and see other creators designs. 

You can gift other villages presents. 

Hannah S 

The Beach  

I love to go the beach. I love fish and chips and cotton candy, it’s my favourite. I 

love to swim with my sisters, it is so fun, and my mum and dad and my brother 

James.  

Heidi.  
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My cat Rosie by Amelie.  

Sleep 

Rosie sleeps all over. Her favourite place to sleep is on the      

rocking chair but once she went to sleep on my lap! Cats are 

mainly nocturnal so they sleep a lot during the day. In the day she 

takes naps on the piano but she always goes to bed on the rocking 

chair! 

Food 

All pets have to eat but there are lots of different brands to choose from, Rosie had Felix 

purina wet and purina dry chicken and salmon. When she enjoys tasty Felix food she 

usually has fish because she likes it the most. Gracie feeds her every morning, Mum or Dad 

feed her at lunch and I feed her at tea. Lucky Rosie! 

Tricks  

Rosie knows a couple of tricks some of them includes answering to her own name and back 

flipping off the sofa. She loves playing with the laser and I love playing with her whenever I 

can (even when I’m zoom dancing!) My Mum wants to train her to do ‘paw’ and I totally 

agree it would be so cool. I am always surprised by her cleverness. 

Amelie  

Pet World! 

 

 

 

Our Pets 

4 hens 

2 budgies  

1 goldfish 

Zain and Raihan  
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Ryley and his sister Ellsie have 

been making a prayer paper 

chain in Collective Worship to 

send out kind thoughts to people 

they care about. They worked 

together at home.  

I was scared when it was 

Lockdown, and I missed my 

friends. I played with my 

brothers at football. I was 

with my dad, I was running at 

the park and my dad bought 

me an ice cream. 

 

Mohammed.  

Lions: 

This is a newspaper report on lions. Lions are carnivores that live all over the 

continent of Africa. They live in prides from 10-25 (including cubs) and are 

led by a dominant male. They have a bite force of 659 pounds per square 

inch. Their roars can be heard from 3 miles away and their canines are three 

inches long. The females hunt in 6 preying on wildebeest, buffalo, warthog, 

zebra and deer. They all would have their own role in the hunt: leader, pusher 

and killer. To kill the animals, the lions, like most big cats, suffocate their prey 

by putting their mouth over the nose and mouth of the animal. It is usually two 

male brothers that lead a pride and the darker the mane, the older the lion. 

To mark it’s territory, it would urinate and scratch things to show the male is 

there. I’ll finish it there—I hope you have learned something new today! 

Jamie, Year 6 
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I like… 

...to play football at the park with my dad and brother and sometimes I like to 

go by myself or with my mum, dad, sister and brother. 

Rio 

...playing outside with my sister and my cousins. I play outside when 

it’s Summer and hot days. I like to go to Newmillerdam for a walk and 

have an ice cream. Sometimes, I like to do gaming with my brother 

and my sister. I enjoy playing with my sister outside in Summer. My 

friends look after me and I look after them too. 

Husna M  

...football because it entertains me. I play football at home whenever I 

am bored in my garden. I kick the ball to the tree and it comes back to 

me. 

Alan K 

Shyla has written an acrostic poem about 

Lent. 

We went to Woolacomb 

and it took around 9-10 

hours to get there and 

we went body boarding 

with my dad and broth-

er. We stayed there for 4 

days and had lots of fun. 

 

Reece  
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In Year 5 we have been describing and summarising the poem The  Highwayman by Alfred 
Noyes. 

I love playing football because I get to go outside. I like     

kicking the ball. I also like winning games and trophies. When 

we win, my team jumps with joy! 

Cole B 
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Ryley in 6FW has done some 

marvellous work in the style of Derek 

Gore and has done a portrait at home 

Mental health. We can all suffer from mental health at some point so here are some         

positive sayings and actions to boost our moods, make us feel better and make our school 

a better place! 

Ask people how they feel and if they are ok 

Be kind 

Be helpful 

Be positive 

Be safe 

Give someone a compliment 

Take care and be safe 

Anya H 

Bullying is not something you should be proud of. Did you know 1 out of 6 

children get bullied every day?! If you bully someone it can change their life 

forever. Some children might not want to come to school because they are scared 

of getting bullied. You never know what people are going through in their lives. 

So many children and adults get bullied every day, sometimes this can be 

because they have a different colour skin, and sometimes it could be because 

they have a mental health problem. How would you feel if you were getting 

bullied? I always think you should treat people they way you want to be treated.  

Ellsa  
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Seaside Fun with a Friend 

When I went to the seaside with my friend, I went to the seaside and there was a 

massive wave that came and covered us! We dried off and got buried in the sand 

and my dad made a tunnel so the water came in and then a whole tide came in 

then, it was like we were stranded so we ran through the water to the steps. But 

there was a big water hole by the steps. I was first and I fell down it and then my 

friend jumped over and my dad jumped over and then my mum fell down it and 

screamed! We helped my mum up! 

Josh Year 5.  

Girls’ Newspaper Special! 
 

Periods. 

A period is a part of a girls’ menstrual cycle which produces blood for a 

variation of 5 to 10 days a month .This can also cause different side effects such 

as mood swings, tiredness, cravings and stomach-ache. These can be helped 

with medicine to take the pain away. Also the normal amount of blood should be 

5 to 7 teaspoons. If your periods are heavier than usual then you should see a GP 

as you should also if your blood ranges from different colours, if your blood is 

orange black or pink make sure you contact a doctor and if your blood is brown 

or dark red you have a new healthy flow of blood (your blood is normally dark 

red or brown when your first start your period). Remember never be scared 

when telling your family or friends or even teaches whoever you feels 

comfortable with about your period.  

 

Shyla A  

My name is Lily and I love going on walks. I went on a walk to Newmillerdam with 

my aunty and cousin. I love walking, mostly adventures. Me and my aunty, cousin 

and sisters made a den near a tree. We also took my dog, she is SOOO cute. I love 

her. Anyway, the den was small but it was big enough for four people. 

Lily Rose M Year 5 
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Oh my goodness I love dogs! I like them too much! Anyway, I have a dog called 

Daphne, she is so cute. Do you have a pet? When I say she is beautiful to my 

dog, she gets giddy. Also I started to feed her every day! I know she is very 

picky! Now let me talk about this. After I did her food, my mum said it’s my dog 

now and I was happy because all kids dream of that, or is that just me? I did her 

hair too, well, I dried it because it was so wet and she wet the floor and I nearly 

face planted! I cried but she started licking me so it was funny and cute.  

Ellie M 

It is Thomas and I am going to tell you 

about my walks and bike rides. I often 

go on walks and have tonnes of fun. The 

things I love about going on walks are 

that each time you go on them you see 

something new. Like one time you will 

see a squirrel being acrobatic on the 

thin trees, and you wonder how they do 

it! And another time you will see buds 

producing the leaves which is 

fascinating to watch. I also love bike 

rides because you can go so fast and it is 

just fun. I recommend these places- 

Walton Colliery and my favourite is to 

the right of the Walton Golf Club. 

Thomas S 

 What to do when you 

are bored 

Art and crafts  

Baking 

Sports  

Paint nails   

Dress up 

Board games  

 

I have been really attached to a game called Roblox. It really kept me going 

through lockdown, also I could talk to my friends in the game. When my dad is 

off from work, we would go on family walks to Pugneys, normally the park 

around there is opened so we would go there and play. I really loved spending 

family times because we get to interact more. 

Sira 
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Rec Room! 

Rec room is a game where you can do anything you want like play paintball, 

laser tag, tennis, dodgeball and more!  Also, you can take part in quests with 

other players and fight monsters and robots. You can design your character 

and design your room and make your own games so it is creative. Make sure 

you ask your parents’ permission before you play. 

Evie 

GAME CENTRE 

My family have quiz nights on a Friday and my brother and I get some treats. 

We stay up until half past ten on Roblox and calling friends. I play on lots of 

games, including Build to Survive, Cotton Tower and Mansion Tycoon. My 

brother and I love these nights. 

Joe 

I like playing a game- that is Roblox. I also hug my mum and my sisters are 

nice. I have two brothers! 

I like playing Pokemon, in a battle with a fire Pokemon, I caught it and 

I was happy! 

Lucas 

I play with my friends on Mario 2. I play football on the green. I watch 

and play rugby. 

Dexter P  

Playing football with my dad is so good because I don’t really get to see him 

much and he wants me to be a very good footballer, he’s teaching me to use my 

left foot. After we finished, he got me an ice cream. 

Henry M 
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When you go online make sure you have adult supervision before you 

go on the app. 

When you go on an app and you receive a message from someone you 

don’t know, take it to your adult and make sure you block and report 

their account. 

Never tell anyone your passwords to your accounts unless it is your 

adult . 

Make sure you put your accounts on private before you post anything 

on your page . 

Always make sure you have your adults approval before you download 

any apps. 

 

Kadie S 

Online Safety advice from Shyla 

An amazing piece of artwork by Ben 

in Year 6 based on Orion! 
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Facts about the Earth 

Antarctica is the coldest place on Earth because it is -89.2 degrees. Did you know that 

penguins live in Antarctica? Did you know that there is more water than land? There is 

70% water and 30% land! 

Neave and Fiona Year 5 

Did you know that the biggest star is 11 billion times bigger than our sun and 

it’s 24 light years away from us? If a star explodes, it turns into a black hole 

and if the Earth’s core was 0 degrees, there would be no water on Earth. Venus 

was once thought by scientists that it was a planet but now they have found out 

that it’s just a bunch of gasses and rocks! 

 

Mueez and Piotr 

When I was moving to the UK I 

was a bit nervous moving into a 

new school but when it was my 

first day, everyone was nice. I 

was from Hong Kong, I was also 

born there. I lived in a building 

there in Hong Kong. I can still 

talk to my friends from there 

sometimes on my IPAD. I used to 

live with my cousin but now I 

have my own house. 

 

                          Alina. 

Shyla created this picture in 

Fairtrade Fortnight! 


